Jews Smear Campaign Against Chinese People Over Co-VID Pandemic?
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One thing remains always eternal with jews, and that is lying and a double
standard.
No matter how many verified bullying and crimes this race of people always has
conducted against all other people, no matter how many times they are told to
drop their neolithic reptilian human hating tenets, stop giving herpes to their own
infants [I mean it's not like I have a problem with this, they can keep doing it to
accelerate spreading illness to their own, but it's plain ghoulish], and no matter
how many programs of stupidity and death they have authored to mankind, they
always hold the same moral double standard. They are always innocent, and they
must never be blamed on a "Racial" or "National" basis. They always innocent!
On the other hand, the MSM, authored by the Jews, does their work as always.
The Jews have been have been of course playing double side since the CoVID
epidemic broke, throwing of the Communist Chinese Gov under the bus [their
pedigree and idol under other circumstances] was done by an Israeli agency
personnel to be made out of China, which of course, since they knew, they were
involved. The secret services of Israel are involved in many things, and that is well
known universally by now.
In fact, they began, as they always begin, the trail of defamation against someone
they betray. Think for example how everyone that Trump went in trouble over,
was coincidentally a Jew, and a backstabbing Jew at that. Backstabbing and
friendship to Jews are two things that always come together. Israel and
Communist China are these types of friends.
The MSM started reporting and blaming the Chinese people for the virus, and
causing them a lot of disgrace/ "They eat Bat Soup", "They are dirty", "They are
animals", and all the related. And then, when Trump made a statement to imply
the position from where the Virus emerged, saying "Chinese Virus", they jumped
all onto him [because they were guilty and they wanted politicians to pick the
bait, which they did] and pretended they had no clue how the blaming of the
Chinese people started.

They started it. Purposefully. And they know it. So they were glaring when Trump
said that, and they tried to pin their own intentions onto his statement. Trump's
statement was about location, but as far as the MSM was concerned, they
wanted to rig people into the typical form of thinking that they created, to blame
them later for "Racism" and do the usual jewish word rituals against them.
Now, they are repeating in the News and trying to arouse Governments and
officials against the Chinese people. "It's the bat soupers fault", type of
argumentation. The selective language they use reveals that they will never say
things like COMMUNIST PARTY OF CHINA or COMMUNISTS, because what
happens when you read on Communism? One thing hides behind the curtain of
Communism, so better not look onto the curtain, the MSM thinks.
So the Jews, instead, do the usual bullying and primordial anti-human reptilian
aggression, blaming the innocent people who just happened to live in Wuhan, or
the Chinese people at large. They don't want people to understand that is
Communism speaking here, and that the leading practices of the Chinese are
based on the Hebrew Formula. Therefore it's easier to simply blame the Chinese,
over frivolous accusations, fit for stupid brains, and easy promotion value.
Notice, the people themselves. The Jews have been making sure to push
politicians to put all the political blame of the CoVID towards China, which sure,
they have. But why they do not say the TRUTH, that this occurs because of
COMMUNISM? Would the Chinese have such destroyed immune system due to
low wages, malnutrition, environmental collapse, a careless government, and
such measures that crash the human spirit and unsanitary conditions, were it not
for Communism?
A nation of deeply depressed people who are being spied by AI and work 12 and
15 hour shifts 365 days of the year, because they are told this is the means
towards some "Communist Utopia", with the hammer and sickle above their
heads? But if you point to the hammer and sickle, you point to something else
behind it, too:

You will see only Jews if you look into Communism. And that is a major
inconvenience for jews. The jews have a problem with all the crimes they have
done, they know they are guilty, so further raising awareness about some things,
leads directly to them. One such thing is Communism. One cannot be educated
about Communism and not know it is entirely a Jewish ideology, top to bottom.
As Rabbis have stated before, "Communism" is only the political system of the
Torah, applied, famously so explained elaborately by the Marxist and Top Rabbi
Baal Shem Tov. Marx, Lenin, Trotsky, and numerous other blatant Jews, who gave
these ideals and political formulae to people, that manifested monstrosities
against humanity such as modern China, same as all state control and abusive
practices started over there.
If people now are living in nightmarish condition that give rise to viruses, bad diet,
improper environmental handling, the government gives not one crap what

people eat so long they can stand to work like ants [some animals should not be
eaten and science has to explain this to them, but Communists don't care],
oppression beyond imagination, and mass enslavement, that is the result of
following this sickening political ideology named "Communism", authored and
penned by Jews.
The "thing" behind the curtain does not want to be seen, therefore, we have "Bat
Soup", "Evil Chinese", "Lol Chinese people suck", and so forth. The fat thing
behind the curtain understands that it's important nobody notices the Hammer
and Sickle. After all, this Hammer and Sickle is what it's preparing for the West,
but he has modernized the language now. They call it "Socialism", but after all,
the Communist Party of China calls it the same. But everyone knows what it hides
behind it.
But the Jews, you see, love to smear the Chinese people, while at the same time,
all large Jewish enterprises are all proudly sitting [and massively profiting] from
the so called "Chinese Socialist" model, the soft title for the Communist regime.
The jews therefore love this style of regime, after all, look of what all the Jews and
Jewish tech companies are trying to create in the Western Democracies. Little by
little, they are creating the Communist web and Communist control
infrastructure. One of the most old parties of the United States, the Democratic
party, effectively got corroded into the Communist Party, but make no mistakes,
many of these Communists are also in the GOP, in Sillicon Valley, in the Vatican,
and in many other places.
How the jews use language to blame Gentiles into arousing other Gentiles to hate
them, is convenient. They of course always become furious when this is done
against them, or in particular, when they are called for jewing the world on a
constistent basis. They say that is "Stereotypical" and that this does not reflect
"the opinions of all jews". But it is increasingly impossible to find a single jew who
is not onboard, or who hasn't been on board for thousands of years, with the
reptilian alien agenda the Jews have had against mankind. Even those who had
some fake disagreement, dropped silent, and we are talking about less than 1 or
2% of all Jews.
The MSM blames the Chinese people, and they have went as far as to weave a

language that blames the people of Wuhan specifically. Not even the Communist
Government - but the people themselves. This started all with the "Bat Soup"
hoax and how supposedly all Chinese people suck entirely and totally just because
they are Chinese.
All races on this planet, have flaws, and yes, certainly so do the Chinese, but who
is the Jew to talk anyone into being subhuman based on some flaws, when their
race has always been a monstrosity that sucks baby dicks and gives herpes to it's
own infants? Or when they have historically always written, owned and promoted
the world's most abhorrent filth that has drowned humanity for centuries into
ignorance and failure? Which race on top of the whole earth can compared to the
filthy conspiracies, evil, and destruction espoused and created by jews?
Jews always promoted Talmudic style of racism against Gentiles. In particular,
when it is to wipe White people, they scream the loudest, that we all "universally
are meant to die", that we are the "Sinful children of Amalek" and that we should
be obliterated. This includes every White person. As to what they are planning
about this, one needs to look no further than the 3rd world to West migration
politics and Muslim invasion of Europe, all planned and staged by Jews. There is
not one policy that was not imposed by a blatant jew, or a closely related jewish
lackey, or that was not promoted and enforced by jews.
This isn't to punish a few, that is to wipe out every last White person and gene off
of the face of the planet.
Now, what they are doing for the Chinese is nothing different. All of this most of
the time is totally unjustified and pointless. It is aimed on the people, who most
of the time, had no say against the Communist government, and have been only
helpless. But the jews love to bully and attack the helpless.
Collective punishment [killing a race out for the problems a few people caused] is
major in the Talmud and Torah, but lo and behold, when other people critically
judge Jews "as a people" and blame them for what their race has committed and
is still believing after 2500 years of constant neolithic reptilian hate, they always
deflect this and say "The mistakes of the few should not be a punishment for all
Jews!".

Unlike everyone else, the Jew is a proven perpetrator of a lot of bullying, hatred,
evil, and has the most insidious plan to date [published in a book known as the
Bible] where the extinction of every non Jew is celebrated on the last and final
chapter. This according to the junkies that read this book, is called "The
Revelations", and the final end that the jewish rabbis had a wet dream about in
the desert after a lot of anorexia and not even having food to eat, as they lived in
the desert because making civilization and producing food of their own was
apparently impossible for this leeching race.
Apparently, 95% of Jews who are all Zionists and want the Goyim to be enslaved,
or who run all the outlets of hate, mass control, mass brainwashing, and have
always chosen the most radical leadership for consecutive generations, do not
deserve to be called on this. Alternatively, since some few Gentile leaders hated
them for all they have done, Gentiles need to go collectively the route of
extinction.
If the Chinese, Whites, and everyone else is to be blamed collectively, and the
jews want to open up the "Accusation" Era, then let us all thank them for making
the matter a normal reality.
If the Jew wants to bully everyone, then they deserve what every bad bully
deserves to have handed to them.
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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